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ABSTRACT

A critical review on various external network modeling methods for

on-line security analysis is presented. Motivations and derivations of

the methods are presented. Assessment is made on each method.from the

accuracy, computational, and load-flow compatibility considerations. A

unified approach to external network modeling which encompasses the

desired features of different methods is proposed.
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I. EXTERNAL NETWORK MODELING

1.1. What Is It and Where Is It Used

Power systems are interconnected. An energy control center for a

member system of the interconnection is responsible for the control of

a part of the interconnected system. The control center receives

telemetered data of real-time measurements. The monitored part of the

power system that these measurements cover normally consists of one's

own system; we call it the internal system. The system is connected to

neighboring systems; we call that the external system. The* effect of

external system on the internal system in steady-state is reflected by

the real and reactive power flows from the external system into the

boundary buses ~ these flows usually are not part of the measurements.

The set of real-time measurements is processed in the control center

through the state estimator to obtain the best estimate of the present

state of the internal system. Once the state is obtained other quantities

of interest -- for example, real and reactive power generations, line

flows, bus voltages — can'be calculated and their values can be checked

against the specified limits. In particular, the state estimator can

give the values of the power flows from the external system!nto the

boundary buses at the present time. With a state estimator, it is not

necessary to know more about the external system for the purpose of

determining the present situation of the internal system.

Security of a power system is defined as the ability of a system

to withstand imminent disturbances (possible next contingencies), such

as line outages or generator outages [1]. In other words, a power

system is said to be secure if no contingency in the next-

contingency list will cause line overload, abnormal voltage, etc. To

evaluate the consequence of each contingency, which is a postulated
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future case, state estimation can no longer be used because there are

no measurements available. Therefore a load flow will have to be

simulated for contingency evaluation. A load flow model of the internal

system for the contingent case is available from the state estimator;

thus it would be possible to run a load flow just for the internal

system if the flows from the external system to the boundary buses are

known. However, the response of the external system to the contingency

makes the flows from the external system to the boundary buses different

from their present values. Therefore we have to add to the internal

system a model that accounts for the response of the external system

called the external network model, for on-line contingency evaluation.

Depending on the system, sometimes it is possible (from the storage

and computational considerations) to use the unreduced load flow (ULF)

model of the external system. More often is the case where a reduced

model has to be used. A reduced model of the external system that

approximately represents the steady-state effect of the external system

on the internal system for contingency evaluation is commonly called an

external network equivalent or simply external equivalent for short.

1.2. How Is It Used

An external model may be constructed either on-line or off-line, or

a combination of both. Once it is constructed it is attached to the load

flow model of the internal system for contingency evaluation. The

external model should be a good representation of the effect of the

external system on the internal system. Since from the state estimation,

we have the load flow solution of the internal system at the present time

(we shall refer to this case without contingency as the base case),

we require that the solution of the load flow model consisting of the

internal system plus the external model for the base case be the same

as the one obtained from the state estimation. This is accomplished by
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the so-called boundary matching as described below:

(i) From the state estimation, calculated the flows from the

boundary buses into the internal system

(ii) Use the external system model together with the complex voltages

of the boundary buses from the state estimation to compute the flows from

the external network into the boundary buses.

(iii) For each boundary bus, add power injections so that the flows

into and out of that bus are balanced.

After boundary matching, the adjusted external model (the original

external model plus the boundary injections) is attached to the internal

system as the load flow model for evaluating internal system response to

contingencies.

It is sometimes preferable to extend the detail load flow model

beyond the internal system. In such a case, the external system is

divided into two parts, one with detail load flow model and one without.

We shall refer to the part of the external system for which the detail

load flow model is retained inner external system and the remaining part

for which a reduced model is used outer external system (Fig. 1). The

inner external system is called buffer zone by some authors. We use the

terms inner and outer external systems to facilitate the presentation

of a unified approach to external equivalent proposed in this paper.

I..3. How Is It Judged

An external model is judged by how well does it serve its intended

purpose, namely, as a model representing the effect of the external

system on the internal system for contingency evaluation. Thus external

model are compared by their accuracy for contingency evaluation, and

the computational efficiency. Since load flow model is used for
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contingency evaluation, it is desirable that the external model be

compatible to a standard load flow. These points are further elaborated

below.

(i) The accuracy should be judged by the difference in real and

reactive power flows, bus voltages, etc. of the results obtained by

using the external equivalent and by using the simulated complete load

flow model of the external system for the contingency cases. If the

state estimation of the contingent case is actually available, which is

rarely the case, it should be used for comparison.

(ii) The computational considerations involve the sparsity of the

resulting equivalents, programming simplicity, ease of updating, data

requirement, etc.

(iii) Since the external model is to be incorporated as part of the

load flow for contingency evaluation, it is desired to have the usual

properties found in a standard load flow model, for example, large X/R

ratio, bus voltages close to one per unit, etc.

1.4. About This Paper

This paper presents a survey of methods for external network

modeling. A rather comprehensive review of external equivalents with

numerical testing was presented in 1980 by Deckman, Pizzolante,

Monticelli, Stott and Alsac [2,3]. This paper will concentrate on

methods that have new developments since then. The emphasis is placed

on methods for external modeling that can be directly incorporated into

a standard load flow program. The reason is that only those methods are

likely to be generally adopted. As a result,the linearization method

proposed by Alvarado and Elkonyaly [4,5],though accurate, is not discussed

here. The external modeling methods discussed in this paper are divided

into three categories, namely, the unreduced load flow model (Sec. 11),
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Ward-type equivalents (Sec. Ill), and REI-type equivalents (Sec. IV).

The unreduced load flow model may be viewed in terms of Fig. 1 as

stretching out the inner external system and cutting off the outer

external system. The original Ward and REI equivalents may be viewed as

squeezing out the inner external system, hence there is only the outer

external system. For each category, we first present the original method

(basic theme) and then various modifications (thematic variations).

Discussions (comments) on accuracy, computational, and load flow

compatibility issues follow each method. Some Observations (remarks)

are made throughout the paper. After the survey of the state-

of-the-art in external equivalents, we suggest a unified approach to

external network modeling in Sec. V.

Only work that are directly mentioned in this paper are referenced.

Readers should consult Refs. 2 and 3 for a more complete bibliography.

1.5. Load Flow Equations and Notation

Vectors and matrices are underlined, e.g., E, Y_. Ek denotes the

k-th component of the vector E, and Y.. denotes the kj-th element of the

* AP
matrix Y_. E. is the complex conjugate of Eu. (-=) represents a vector

K AP. K -
whose k-th component is —- . [E] represents a diagonal matrix whose

vk
k-th diagonal is Ek.

j6kLet Ek = Vke be the complex (phasor) voltage at bus k, I. and

Sk = Pk + ^k be' resPectively> the complex (phasor) current injection

and complex power injection into the network from bus k. We have in

matrix notation

i =[£]!* (1)
The complex current injection can be expressed using the network bus

admittance matrix Y = G + jB^,

I=YE (2)
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Substituting (2) into (1) and separating the real and imaginary parts,

we obtain the standard load flow equations in polar coordinates [6],

pk - \ WGkjC0S(ek-ej>+ Bkjsin(Vej)} (3)

Qk • IWV^VV - V05*W> (*)

There are three basic types of buses, namely, (i) swing (slack) bus,

for which V and 0 are specified, (ii) PQ (load) bus, for which P and Q

are specified, and (iii) PV (generator) bus, for which P and V are

specified. The basic types of buses may evolve into other types of buses

in the load flow model when the modeling of real situation demands. For

example a PV bus A is connected to a PQ bus B, and the reactive power

injection at bus A is used to control the voltage at bus B, then bus A

becomes a type P bus (only P is specified) and bus B becomes a type

PQV bus (P, Q, and V are all specified). Similarly, when a transformer

tap is used to regulate the voltage at an adjacent load bus, since the

tap setting is a variable we can thus specify the voltage at the load

bus making it a type PQV bus. Another case is when multi-area load flow

studies are conducted,each area can have one or more generation buses whose

real power generations become dependent variables to keep the areas net

interchange to a specified value.

There are two kinds of data that are required to set up the load

flow equations (3)-(4). (i) The data regarding the network configuration

and the branch admittances, i.e., to specify the bus admittance matrix

X« We shall call then the network data. The network data is based on

the breaker status and line impedances,etc. (ii) The data (e.g., real

and reactive power demand at a PQ bus, the real power generation and the

voltage magnitude at a PV bus) that is used to determine the operating
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point of a given network. We shall call them the operating-point data.

The network data changes rather infrequently, whereas the

operating-point data may change from minute to minute.

The incremental form of the load flow equations (3)-(4) can be

approximated by the following decoupled load flow equations [7],

(j) =B'A9 (5)

»

where, for systems consist of only basic bus types, B_' has the dimension

of total number of buses minus one and is obtained from -B (of the bus

admittance matrix X = G + jB} by (i) neglecting the shunts, (ii) using

the reciprocal of the branch reactance in place of the branch susceptance

(iii) setting taps to nominal values; and B" has the dimension of the total

number of PQ buses and is obtained from -B by (i) deleting rows and columns

corresponding to PV buses, (ii) doubling the shunts [2, App. 4, p. 2299].

(iii) ignoring phase shifters. For systems having other types of buses,

some modifications may be needed.

II. UNREDUCED LOAD FLOW MODEL

II-1. Basic Theme

The external model in this case is the load flow model of the

external system itself. In other words, there is no model reduction of

the external system. In terms of the picture of Fig. 1, the "inner

external" becomes the whole external system and the "outer external" is

simply cut off.

The network data and the operating-point data of the external

system are needed for the external load flow model. Recall that in

Sec. 1.5, we define the network data to be network configuration and

branch admittances that specify the bus admittance matrix and we define
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the operating-point data to be a set of data which includes P and Q

injections at a PQ bus, and P injection and V at a PV bus that determine

the operating point. (If .there are other types of buses, the specified

quantities are part of the operating-point data). Complete data of the

external system even for the base case is usually not available in a

real-time environment. Therefore the construction of an unreduced load

flow model for the external system is not a trivial problem. Direct

data telemetering from the external system is y/ery limited, if available

at all. Therefore the external network configuration and branch admittances

are determined by whatever current information available. Some, if not

all, required external system operating-point data to complete the external

load flow model may have to be manufactured. This is done by some form

of extrapolation from the internal system data. Exactly how the

extrapolation is carried out will be elaborated later. To summarize,

there are four basic steps in the construction of an unreduced load flow

model of the external system:

1. Determine the external system network data

• by using latest available information

2. Determine the external system operating-point data

• by extrapolation from the internal system data

3. Solve the load flow for the system consisting of the external system

and the boundary buses.

• by treating all boundary buses as swing buses, whose V-8 values

are specified by the base case internal system state estimator.

4. Boundary matching.

In Step 2, the extrapolation from the internal system data to the

external system operating-point data is based on the assumption that
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they are congruent. A simple extrapolation can be done based on a

typical load flow solution of the entire (internal plus external) system.

For example, one calculates from this typical case solution the ratio

of the internal and external system total loads and the ratios

(distribution factors) of various injections at external buses to the

total external load. Assuming these ratios are constant, from the real

time internal system data one may come up with external operating point

data. A more sophisticate extrapolation, for example, involve several

steps as described below [8].

1) Determine external MW, MVAR bus load

• The ratio of the total external system load and the total internal

system load is assumed to be a constant. The total external

system load is thus obtained from the total internal system load.

• The MW and MVAR demand at each bus are determined using the load

distribution factors from a typical load profile.

2) Determine external MW generations

• With the external system bus loads, the Economic Dispatch is used

to determine the MW outputs required at all generator buses in

the external system.

3) Determine regulated-bus voltages

• Regulated bus voltage levels are determined from input data curves

describing desired voltage as a function of bus loading.

In addition to the above, a lot of other specific available, information

about the external system that are believed to affect the internal system

response, such as key flows, interchange schedules, etc., can be

incorporated and updated.
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Comments (Accuracy issues)

1. To determine how far to include in the external load flow model,

off-line load flow contingency studies of the entire system are used in

practice.

2. An advantage of having a unreduced load flow model for the external

•system is that certain load flow information (e.g., net interchange, key

flows) can easily be incorporated.

3. In Ref. 2 simulation experiments are conducted to determine the effect

of errors in external operating-point data of an unreduced load flow,

model on internal system contingency studies when boundary matching is

employed. A rather interesting result is reported,'namely, that the

inaccuracy of external operating-point data does not seem to influence

very much the results of contingency studies as long as the boundary

matching is done for the base case. For example, an external unreduced

load flow model with all injections set to zero and voltages of PV buses

set to one (designated ULF-0 in Ref. 2) after boundary matching gives

rather low percentage of error for contingent studies [2, p. 2296].

This may be explained by noting that if the changes due to external

system response is small so that the incremental form of the load flow

equations (5)-(6) provide reasonable approximation for contingent studies,

it is seen that the incremental response depends mainly on the network

data (B/ and ]3") rather than the external operating-point data (A-change •

of them are zero in either case, exact or ULF-0).

Comments (Computational issues)

4. Clearly if it is necessary to go-rather far into the external system

for the unreduced load flow model, the computational burden for contingency

studies of always carrying the external system model is considerable.
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However, using an unreduced load flow model rather than a reduced

equivalent (Sees. III-IV), one saves software and database costs

associated-with these equivalents.

Comments (Compatibility issues)

5. There is no load flow compatibility problem since a true load flow

model is used for the external system.

II.2. Thematic Variation

II.2.1. State estimation based ULF model

The external ULF model constructed by solving an external load flow

may result in large" boundary mismatches. It is reasonable to try to

adjust external operating-point data in order to minimize the boundary

mismatches. Since the external operating point is characterized by its-

state variables, finding the external operating point amounts to finding

the external system state. We formulate here the problem of determining

the external state that minimizes the boundary mismatches. Consider the

enlarged external system £ consisting of the external system and the

boundary buses. Let

x_ = state variables (bus voltage magnitudes and phase angles) of the

enlarged external system £

SE
z_ = a vector, of power injections from the internal system to the

boundary buses, i.e., each component is the sum of line flows from

the internal system to a boundary bus, calculated from the internal

state estimator

f(x) = the expressions for the sum of flows from the boundary buses to

the external system using the load flow model for £

£Sp = the specified values (by extrapolation or otherwise) of external

operating point data
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c[(x_) = the expressions for the external operating-point data

£ = boundary mismatches

e_ = errors

W = weighting factors, larger value indicates it is more important

to match that line flow

The problem is:

min I W. (e. )2 ' (7)
x k K K

s.t. zSE = f(x) +e
(8)

*SP - a(x) + e

The problem formulated above has precisely the same form as the state

estimation. Therefore a state estimation program can be employed to

solve it. It is possible to further generalize the cost function (7)

to include a term which reflects the confidence one has on the specified

external operating-point data, i.e.,

x k j
min I Wk(ekr +{ Vfar W

For a piece of operating-point data y. that one has high confidence a
j

large weighting factor W- should be assigned. This state estimation
j

based external network modeling is proposed by Geisler and Bose [8].

The set of external system "measurements" for the state estimation

program z_ and ^sp may be further enlarged to include other "measuremets."

Indeed, the following is a list of candidate measurements.

(i) boundary bus voltage magnitudes and phase angles and the

boundary bus power injections from the internal system calculated from

the internal state estimation

(ii) zero injections
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(iii) telemetered data from the external system

(iv) extrapolated external system data from the internal system data

For boundary matching, highest weighting factors W. should be assigned
j

to measurement set (i). Also high confidence, hence high weighting

factors, should be given to (ii). The W. for the measurement set (iii)

should receive medium values. Lower values should be assigned to (iv).

Unlike the usual state estimator, the solution algorithm developed

for the external system modeling must have the ability to perform load

flow tasks, such as generation MVAR and voltage limit enforcement. It

is suggested [8] to accomplish this through the manipulation of the

weighting factors, i.e., when the calculated value of a "measurement"

is outside of the range, its corresponding weighting factor is increased

in order to force it back to the limit.

Comments (Accuracy issues)

1. The state estimation formulation of minimizing boundary mismatches

by adjusting external operating-point data can be considered as a

refinement on boundary matching. In view of Comment 3 in Sec. II.1, the

gain in accuracy for contingency evaluation may not be significant.

2. If there is an error in the external network data, minimizing boundary

mismatch by adjusting external operating-point data does not necessarily

result in a better load flow model. As a matter of fact, a large

mismatch can be used as an indication as to where one should look for

more external information to improve the model.

Comments (Computational issues)

3. The adjustment of weighting factors to enforce limits increases

the number of external system state estimation iterations. The

situation becomes "even worse when there are other types of buses in

addition to the basic types.
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Comments (Compatibility issues)

4. Once the weighting factors are changed (for enforcing limits) in

the external system state estimation, the gain matrix will have to be

changed even if the flat-voltage approximation is used. A direct use

of a fast decoupled state estimation program [9,10] becomes not possible

because it uses a constant gain matrix.

II.2.2. Observability based ULF model

The state estimation solution for external network modeling

presented in Sec. II.2.1 results in minimal boundary mismatches. The

approach may be modified using the concept of observability in state

estimation to have perfect boundary matching. The idea was first

pointed out in Ref. 3 [Sec. III. c, p. 2302], and recently used in Ref. 11

The idea is to form a minimal set of nonredundant "measurement"

of the enlarged external system £ for the state estimator. The algorithm

suggested by Clements, Krumpholz, and Davies [12] may be utilized for this

purpose. For the minimal set of nonredundant measurements, one starts

from the boundary bus power injections from the internal system, and

then adds to them available or extrapolated external operating-point

data as discussed in the previous section. The criteria for selecting

data to be included in the set of nonredundant measurements are based on

the observability and the confidence level of the data. With a minimal

set of nonredundant measurements, a state estimation can be solved. The

solution matches the input "measurements," because of nonredundancy [13].

In particular the boundary flows will match perfectly. Of course, a

complete load flow model can be derived from the state estimation results.

As a matter of fact there is no need to perform two state

estimations, one for the internal system and one for the external

system. Once a minimal set of nonredundant measurements for the
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external system is identified by the algorithm in Ref. 12, one can run

a state estimation for the entire system with internal system

measurements and this minimal set of nonredundant "measurements" of the

external system. The latter will not affect the result of the internal

system state estimation in any way.

A problem, the same one as pointed out in the previous section,

may arise, namely, the state estimation solution may result in generation

MVAR and voltage outside limits. In this case a set of different

nonredundant measurements should be selected. Exactly how to proceed

in the selection of measurements warrants further investigation.

III. WARD-TYPE EQUIVALENT

III.l. Basic Theme

The Ward equivalent can be derived using the injection current and

voltage relationship (2). In the basic version of Ward equivalent, the

whole external system is equivalenced, i.e., in terms of Fig. 1, there

is no inner external system (or buffer zone). Hence the set of buses

can be partitioned into external (subscript e), boundary (subscript b),

and internal (subscript i) buses. By Gaussian elimination to eliminate

the variables ]L, we obtain
—e
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where the off-diagonal elements of Y?b are the negative of the branch
boundary-boundary admittances, the diagonal elements of Y. b include

admittances of branches connecting boundary-boundary buses and

boundary-internal buses, Y?. is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the

sum of admittances of branches connecting boundary to external buses, and

l*n aI?h -Y.a Y"! Y. (11)-eq -HDb -4)e —ee —eb

I = Y. Y'1 I (12)
-eq -M)e -^-ee ^e x '

By pre-multiplying the reduced equations in (10) (the last two block

rows by the complex voltages [E.] and [E.] as in eq. (1),

eq. (10) can then be transformed into the load flow model. The

resulting boundary injection from the external injection Sa = [E_] I
—e —~e ~~*e

can be obtained from (12):

Seq =Clfe] 4 (Y^)-1 E^]-1 Sj (13)

The corresponding equivalent network of the reduced equations in

(10) is illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Note that the part of the bus admittance matrix corresponding to

the internal system is not affected by the reduction process. One needs

only to perform Gaussian elimination on the part of the bus admittance

matrix corresponding to the external system, i.e.,

Yee Yeb

Ybe Ybb

Gaussian
elimination

> (14)

Further, since boundary matching is to be performed for on-line

applications, there is no need actually to compute S^ as in eq. (13).

To summarize,the basic steps in the construction of a Ward

equivalent consist of the following.

1. Determine the external network data from available

information.

2. Obtain Ward equivalent network Y by Gaussian elimination as in (14)

3. Using the values for the complex voltages at the boundary buses from

the internal state estimation to compute the flows in the Ward

equivalent branches.

4. Boundary matching.
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Comments (Accuracy issues)

1. If the external bus voltages E are dependent variables, depending

on boundary bus voltages E^ and external injections S^, then the

approximation involved in applying Ward-equivalent lies in the use of

S^ (which is a function of E^, E,and S^) calculated from the base

case quantities for the contingent cases. When the external buses are

PQ buses, E are indeed dependent variables and S. remain unchanged,
e v»

In this case it is observed that the Ward equivalent gives acceptable

results. However, when the external buses are PV buses, then _Ee contain

independent variables- and S no longer remain constant. In this case

it is observed that Ward equivalent gives poor results.

2. For contingency studies, it is generally observed that the Ward-

equivalent gives pretty good result for real power flows even if there •

are external PV buses. The poor results usually occur in the reactive

power flows when there are external PV buses. This is due to the fact

that the change in reactive power injection to maintain constant voltage

at a PV bus is not accounted for in the Ward equivalent.

Comments (Computational issues)

3. Normally the number of boundary buses is much smaller than the

number of external buses. The equivalent admittance matrix Y^ is

rather full. In other words the resulting equivalent network of the

external system is almost a complete graph (there is a branch between

any pair of boundary buses). The impedance of some equivalent branches

may be rather high. A common practice is to discard from the equivalent

line list all lines with high impedance (say for example larger than

2-5 p.u.).
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Comments (Compatibility issues)

4. In Ref. 2 (p. 2297), it is shown that Ward reduction process tends

to amplify the effect of external shunts at the boundary buses. The

external shunts may be line charging, reactive compensation, or

equivalents from lower voltage networks. At any rate the reduction

process produces unrealistic load-flow models for the shunts. The

problem comes again from the failure of Ward equivalent to represent PV

buses. It is therefore recommended that prior to reduction the external

shunts are converted to injections. (Since boundary matching is to be

preformed, this is equivalent to simply discard shunts.)

5. It is recommended [3] to represent external bus load demand as

power injections rather than impedance to the ground. We have seen the

problem with shunts in load flow modeling in Comment 4. Moreover, the

elimination of impedance load will result in high resistance in the

equivalent lines, thus low X/R ratios. The low X/R ratio may cause

serious convergence problem when the fast decoupled load flow is applied

[14]. DyLiacco [15] has devised a series compensation scheme to

alleviate the problem, a similar parallel compensation scheme is suggested

in [2, App. 5, p. 2299].

The Ward equivalent presented in this section is actually the

Ward Injection method [2], where the shunts and loads are converted

into injections. The classical Ward method, called Ward Admittance method,

has the bus injections converted to shunt admittances. In view of

Comments 4 and 5 and the test results in [2], it is concluded that the

Ward Injection method is superior.
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III.2. Thematic Variations

III.2.1. Ward-PV equivalent

The Ward equivalent presented in the last section is unable to

represent faithfully the effect of external PV buses. Therefore it is

suggested that for more accurate results, the Ward reduction process is

applied only to external PQ buses. The resulting external equivalent

has a Ward equivalent of PQ buses and the retained external PV buses,

it will be referred to as Ward-PV equivalent.

Modification is needed on Step 3 in the basic Ward equivalent process.

A load flow solution of the system consisting of the external PV buses,

the Ward equivalent, and the boundary buses is called for. In the load

flow the boundary buses are treated as swing buses with V-6 given by

the internal state estimation (same as Step 3 in Sec. II.l).

Comments (Accuracy issues)

1. The Ward-PV equivalents give excellent result for contingency

evaluation [2].

Comments (Computational issues)

2. If there is a large number of external PV buses, carrying them

as part of external network model for contingency evaluation is a heavy

computational burden. Housos, Irisarri, Porter, and Sasson [16] have reported

that, in order to achieve acceptable results, it is necessary only to

retain a small number of generator (PV) buses that are capable of

producing large amounts of reactive power whenever needed. This may be

suitable for planning studies, but for on-line applications a clear

criterion for the selection of PV buses to retain, under different

operating conditions, is needed.
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III.2.2. Extended Ward

It has been pointed out that:

(i) The Ward equivalent gives pretty accurate results for real

power flows, whereas the accuracy for reactive power flows is rather

poor.

(ii) The Ward-PV equivalent gives pretty accurate results for both

real and reactive power flows.

Monticelli, Deckmann, Garcia, and Stott [17, 2, 3] have derived a

Ward-type equivalent, called the extended Ward equivalent, with the

intention of having the combination of the simplicity of the Ward

equivalent and the response of the Ward-PV equivalent.

The extended Ward equivalent is a Ward equivalent with additional

reactive support at the boundary buses such that its reactive response

is close to that of the Ward-PV equivalent. The reactive support in the

extended Ward is derived so that the incremental response (linearized

response from the base case) for the reactive power flows is almost the

same as that from a Ward-PV equivalent. In what follows, we shall first

analyze the reactive response of the Ward-PV equivalent using incremental

version of the decoupled load flow equations. We then compare the

reactive response of the Ward-PV equivalent with the Ward-equivalent

and find the amount of reactive support that should be added at the

boundary buses of the Ward equivalent so that the equivalent will behave

like a Ward-PV equivalent.

Recall that the incremental form of the decoupled load flow

equations are given by eqs. (5)-(6), where the matrices B/ and IT are

derived from Y.
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The original unreduced system and its corresponding bus admittance

matrix Y_ are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively, where the

external buses are partitioned into PQ buses (subscript Q) and PV buses

(subscript V).

The Ward-PV equivalent shown in Fig. 4(a) is derived from Fig. 3(a)

by eliminating all external PQ buses (Q). The corresponding bus admittance

matrix of the Ward-PV equivalent shown in Fig. 4(b) is obtained from the

matrix in Fig. 3(b) by Gaussian elimination on Q. Recall that the ET

matrix in the decoupled reactive power flow equation (6) is derived from

-B^ of Y = G+jB^ by (i) deleting rows and columns corresponding to PV

buses, (ii) doubling the shunts, (iii) ignoring phase shifters. Thus

after deleting the rows and columns of V, the incremental decoupled

reactive power flow equation of the Ward-PV equivalent takes the form

II j II

Bwv+(Bbb)
ii

Bbi

»,: On

AQjb
Vb
AQ

(15)

where the same subscripts and superscripts are used for the corresponding

B" and Y_, and the necessary modifications on the retained PV buses are

not performed because they are not of direct interest here. From eq. (15),

it is seen that the reactive power response of the Ward-PV equivalent to

the changes in boundary bus voltages AVb is

^wvAC = CVfe] ^v AVt, (16)
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For the Ward equivalent, we proceed further to eliminate the

external PV buses (V). The resulting Ward equivalent is shown in

Fig. 5(a) and its corresponding bus admittance matrix in Fig. 5(b) is

obtained from the matrix in Fig. 4(b) by Gaussian elimination on V.

Since there is no PV buses in Ward-equivalent, the incremental decoupled

reactive power flow equation (6) of the Ward equivalent is given by

b:+ (bU) R"
°bi

R "Dib B"

AQb
Vb
AQ

07)

From eq. (17), we find the reactive power response of the Ward equivalent

to be

^w
A3£= £«*4 (18)

By comparing eqs. (16) and (18), clearly if we want the Ward

equivalent to have the same reactive response of the Ward-PV equivalent

we should add reactive injections at the boundary buses of the amount

AQfe - [Vb](BwV - B»w) AV, (19)

Unfortunately the reactive support at the boundary buses as required by

eq. (19) can not be directly incorporated in a load flow program. We

now derive an approximation to eq. (19) that can be directly implemented

in a load flow program.

Let B^ = (B^-B^). We want to construct a network whose corresponding

B" matrix is §. The k-th component of eq. (19) is
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AVvk - Bkk AVk+ lk §km AVm

•§k AVk +jk 8I«<AVAV <2°)
where

§k =§kk+ I Km <21>K KK ntfk Km
/\

In other words, the corresponding network has a "shunt" (-Bk). Note that

for incremental reactive power response the PV buses act as if they were

grounded (AV=0). Therefore this "shunt" can be represented as a

susceptance to a PV-bus (Fig. 6(b)).

wv w
Let the km-th element of B" and B" be B. and B. , respectively.

-wv — w km km r J

The k-th diagonal element of B' is
3 -wv

"njk ^ " j€V *« "Bk>shunt (22)
m3)

The k-th diagonal element of B" is

"rjk ^m "Bk»snunt (23)
md)

Substituting (22), (23), B^, and bJ[ into (21), we obtain

Bk=- I B»v (24)
K jdV KJ

That is, the susceptance (-Bk) from bus k to the fictitious PV bus is

equal to the sum of the susceptances from bus k to the external PV buses

in Ward-PV equivalent.

Consider again eq. (20). The following observations are in order.

1) The combined effect of the second term to the internal system

is zero, i.e.,
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I I ^V^ =° (25)k ntfk Km m K

2) When (AV -AVj is small, the second term is small.
m k' .

3) When (AV -AVJ is appreciable, it means AV and AVk respond

very differently. Physically this happens when m and k are not tightly

coupled, i.e., the impedance between them is large, or B. is small.

4) When B^ and B^ are equal, the second term becomes zero.

In view of the above observations, we neglect the second term in eq. (20)

and approximate the reactive response from the external system of (19) by

AQk = Vk Bk AVk (26)

The derivation of eq. (26) may be seen by way of networks. The

Ward-PV equivalent is shown again in Fig. 6(a). Recall that for incremental

reactive power response the PV buses can be treated as if they were grounded

(AV=0). Thus both networks in Fig. 6(b) and (c) are equivalent to the one

in Fig. 6(a), as far as the incremental reactive response is concerned.

The equation for the incremental reactive response of Fig. 6(c) is eq. (26).

A further simplification of the model in Fig. 6(c) is possible.

Note that the networks in Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d) have the same incremental

reactive response. (Recall that the shunts are to be doubled in forming

B"). This is the commonly implemented version of the extended Ward equivalent

To summarize, the construction of an extended Ward equivalent has

the following basic steps:

1. Obtain a Ward equivalent of the external system. (External

shunts are converted to injections).

2. Start again from the original system. Ground all external

PV buses. Apply Gaussian elimination on the bus admittance matrix Y
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to eliminate all external buses to obtain the equivalent shunts at the

boundary buses, which are the admittances jB^.

3. Augment the Ward equivalent by inserting a shunt JB^/2 at each

boundary bus.

Comments (Accuracy issues)

1. The extended Ward equivalent has been found to give accurate results

for contingency evaluation [2].

Comments (Computational issues)

2. For extended Ward equivalent, as well as other Ward-type equivalents,

there are two distinct steps involved, namely, (i) the construction of

the equivalent network, and (ii) the boundary matching. It should be

pointed out that the Ward-type equivalent network is constructed using

only the external network data and the external operating-point data

affects only the boundary injections. Recall that the network data

changes rather infrequently, v/hereas the operating point data changes

from minute to minute. With this separation property of Ward-type

equivalents with respect to network and operating-point, it is possible

to track in real-time the changes in operating point frequently (by

boundary matching).

Comments (Compatibility issues)

3. The extended Ward equivalent with shunt compensation (Fig. 6d)

combines simplicity and good VAR response. It also has the advantage

that a standard Ward equivalent program can be easily adapted for usage

as an extended Ward.

Remarks

Most external network models are derived under the implicit

assumption that the changes in external system real power generation
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as the result of the internal system contingency are negligible. This

is usually true for a line or transformer outage, or a generator outage

when the internal system has enough spinning reserve to make up for the

generation loss. Aschmoneit and Verstege [18] have extended the Ward-type

equivalents to cases where a generator outage in the internal system result

in the real power support being supplied to a large extent by the external

system.

III.2.3. Generalized Ward

Amerongen and Meeteren [19] have derived a generator bus model for

load flow studies based on a linearized synchronous machine model with

automatic voltage regulation. The model is a PQ bus connected to a PV

bus as shown in Fig. 7, where x is derived from the machine parameters,

as well as the operating-point data. Using this model for generator

bus, proceeding with the elimination process, they have derived an

equivalent boundary injection representing the AVR effect of external

generators. The equivalent boundary injection has a form similar to

eq. (19). Good results are reported on the testing of the equivalent

on the 220-bus Dutch system. Load flow program has to be modified to

accommodate the additional boundary injections.

IV REI-TYPE EQUIVALENT

IV.1. Basic Theme

The REI (Radial Equivalent Independent) approach to external

equivalents was invented by Dimo [20]. It was brought to the attention

of power engineers largely by Tinney and Powell [21]. The main idea

in the REI equivalent is to aggregate the injections of a group of buses

into one bus. The aggregated injection is distributed back to these

buses through a radial network called REI network. After the aggregation
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all buses with zero injection are eliminated by Gaussian elimination.

The basic steps in the REI equivalencing process consist of the following:

1. Remove the injections from all buses to be aggregated (Fig. 8a).

2. Create an REI network and attach it to these buses (Fig. 8b).

Aggregate all the injections SR = J Sk to the REI node R.

3. Eliminate all buses k and node G by Gaussian elimination (Fig. 8c)

The values of the admittances yk and yR in the REI network are

selected based on a solved load flow of the external system in such a

way that the injections into buses k from the REI network are exactly the

same as the original injections in the solved load flow. Conventionally,

VG for the base case is set to be zero. Therefore , the values of these

admittances should be

*

yk =-4 (27)v2

*

yR =4 (28)
VR

It can easily be checked that the total losses in the REI network for

the base case is zero, consequently Dimo calls it the zero power balance

network. However, the total losses in the REI network for a contingent

case may be different from zero.

It is often desirable to construct more than one REI network for

the external system. The grouping of buses into an REI network may be

based on bus type (PQ or PV), geographical proximity, sparsity

considerations, or other criteria.
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Comments (Accuracy issues)

1. The REI equivalent is derived as an equivalent that matches the

solved load flow. For contingency evaluation, cases other th-an the base

case are of interest. A mathematical analysis has shown [22,23] that

very stringent necessary conditions have to be satisfied in order for

the REI equivalent to match the incremental behavior of the original

unreduced load flow model.

2. The accuracy of the REI equivalent for contingency evaluation in

practive depends on how the grouping is done. Various heuristic

criteria for grouping have been proposed [16,24].

3. The admittances of the REI network (eqs. 27-28) are functions of the

operating condition at which the equivalent is constructed. Let us refer

to this operating condition A. Suppose that for on-line application the

actual operation condition is B. Then even after boundary matching, the

REI equivalent constructed using operating condition A is not the same

REI equivalent one would construct using operating condition B. If the

operating condition (A) at which the REI equivalent is constructed and

the operating condition (B) that is used as the base case for contingency

evaluation are far apart, one could expect the accuracy of the equivalent

would deteriorate. Therefore the updating of the equivalent is perhaps

essential for on-line application of REI equivalents. On the contrary

for Ward-type equivalents (except for the Ward Admittance method) there

is no difference between the equivalents constructed for different

operating conditions after boundary matching.

Comments (Computational issues)

4. The REI network creates extra interconnections, therefore the REI

equivalent tends to be more dense. It is suggested to choose more REI
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nodes thus separating the equivalent into clusters of high connectivity

in order to preserve sparsity [21].

5. We have seen that for Ward-type equivalents the equivalent network

is constructed using only the external network data and the external

system operating-point data affects only the boundary injections. With

this nice separation property, when the current operating condition is

different from the condition the equivalent was constructed, one needs

merely to change the boundary matching to update the equivalent. This

is, however, not the case for REI equivalent. The operating-point data

of the external system is built into the branch admittances of the REI

network (eqs. 27-28). This makes updating the REI equivalent for

changing operating conditions a difficult task.

Comments (Compatibility issues)

6. The admittance of the REI network branches may assume values very

much different from that of the usual branch admittances. They may have

very unusual X/R ratios, negative resistance, capacitive series branch,

etc.

IV.2. Thematic Variations

IV.2.1. X-REI

The X-REI equivalent for on-line application was developed by

Dy Liacco, Savulescu, Ramarao [25]. Two new ideas were introduced in the

X-REI, (i) the retaining of certain nodes and branches in the external

system, called essential nodes and essential branches, (ii) the

introduction of a calibrating network and a calibrating node (Fig. 9)

whose purpose is for boundary matching. The basic steps in the construc

tion of an X-REI are the following:
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1. Select the essential nodes of the external system, which should

include, as a minimum, all the boundary nodes.

2. Aggregate the injections at the non-essential nodes through REI

networks, and eliminate all non-essential nodes with zero injection.

3. Calculate required injections for boundary matching.

4. Replace these injections by a calibrating network similar to

an REI network.

The function of the calibrating network is precisely boundary matching

The retaining of external essential nodes and essential branches is for

the incorporation of vital real-time information. The X-REI equivalent

may be adjusted in several v/ays depending on new operating information

available

Comments (Accuracy and computational issues)

1. Savulescu [24] suggested that loads should be aggregated to an REI

network and generations should be aggregated to a different REI network

for accuracy. Thus, for example, one bus that has both generation and

load is connected to two REI networks. If there are many buses having

both generation and load, the sparsity of the equivalent suffers.

IV. 2.2. S-REI

The S-REI (S for stochastic) was introduced by Dopazo, Irisarri and

Sasson [26]. The novel idea in the S-REI is the scheme for REI-node

voltage update and equivalent network update. The basic steps in the

construction of S-REI are the following:

1. Construct REI equivalent as in Sec. IV.1.

2. Determine boundary mismatch

3. Adjust the voltages of the REI nodes to minimize the boundary

mismatch.
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4. Adjust equivalent branch admittances to further minimize the

boundary mismatch.

The criterion used in the selection of the REI nodal voltages is

to minimize the boundary mismatch. Note that the same problem was

formulated in Sec. II.2.1. for the ULF model. For the particular case

with REI equivalent, this problem, called redundant load flow by the

authors, has a closed form solution [27, p. 4837]. Note that finding

a solution (REI nodal voltages) for the redundant load flow problem

essentially is equivalent to readjusting the REI injections (external

operating-point data) for boundary matching. The network update scheme

uses a system identification approach which is a time-sequential method

[28,29].

Comments (Accuracy issues)

1. Good performance of the S-REI is reported for a particular outage

case of the AEP system [27]. Comprehensive testing with more outage

cases is under way to further evaluate the method. It seems that the

credit of success is largely due to the voltage update (on-line boundary

matching). The voltage udpating approach can be applied to Ward-PV

and extended Ward equivalents. It should also be pointed out that the

network updating method is applicable to all Ward-type equivalents as well

Comments (Compatibility issues)

2. The REI nodal voltages, obtained from the solution of the redundant

load flow, may be rather abnormal (as high as 7 pu was observed) [27].

Various grouping schemes to alleviate this problem have been suggested

[16,27], for example, all PV buses with negative net power are assigned

to the PQ-REI bus and all PQ buses with positive net power are assigned
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to the PV-REI bus. Deterioration in accuracy is also reported as a result

of these grouping schemes [27, p. 4831].

IV.2.3. GRANEQ

Step 3 (elimination of zero injection nodes) of the REI equivalencing

process in Sec. IV.1 usually results in a graph which is almost complete.

Hager and Glavitsch [30] have developed a method, called GRANEQ (General

RAdial Network EQuivalent), to construct instead a radial network that

matches the transfer impedances between the boundary-boundary buses and

boundary buses-REI node.

V. A UNIFIED APPROACH

The review of the methods for external network modeling in the

preceding sections show that different methods have different desired

features. In particular, very different modeling philosophies are

involved in the ULF and equivalencing (Ward-type or REI-type) approaches.

The following is a recapitulation of some important observations made

in the preceding sections.

a) Certain external system condition may affect the internal system

response in a significant way. Sometimes data that manifest the

changes of these conditions, for example, certain external network data

(mainly breaker status) or external operating-point data (key flows),

are available—albeit intermittently. In such cases the ULF model has

the advantage of being able to incorporate these data directly into the

external network model.

b) The Ward-type or the REI-type equivalents are approximate

models of the external system. The inclusion of an equivalent in the

load flow study for contingency evaluation saves considerable computation.

The accuracy of the results with the use of an equivalent, e.g., the
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extended Ward equivalent, may be reasonably good, especially when the

external system does not play the leading role in the internal system

response to the contingency.

c) The boundary matching is a very important aspect of external

network modeling. Its inclusion is essential. The state estimation

formulation of adjusting external operating-point data to minimize

boundary mismatch can be considered as a refinement of boundary matching.

The REI-nodal voltage update is a special case of this.

We propose in the following a unified approach to external network

modeling which combines the desired features, of all methods, and

encompasses all these methods. The external system is divided into inner

and outer external systems (Fig. 1). A complete unreduced load flow

model is used for the inner external system. The outer external

system is reduced and represented by an equivalent. The major steps of

the proposed approach are stated first, followed by a more detailed

explanation of each step. To facilitate .presentation, we assume, as

usually is the case, that the internal system is well-defined (one's

own company) and it is observable for state estimation. The application

of external network modeling for unobservable islands will be commented

on later. The basic steps of the unified approach are the following:

1. Define the inner external system.

2. Construct an equivalent network for the outer external system.

Replace the outer external network by an equivalent network.

3. Update the injections at the outer boundary buses.

4. Perform internal system state estimation.

5. Boundary matching at the inner boundary buses.

6. Update external network model whenever necessary.
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Elaboration

1(a) The determination of which part of the external system to be

retained in the load flow model (inner external system) may be based on a

number of considerations, e.g., the desire to retain explicitly

representation of certain elements in the external system (for which

telemetered data or other information is available), the knowledge that

the response of that part is likely to be significant for contingency

evaluation, etc. Off-line load flow contingency studies of the entire

system may be used (Comment 1, Sec. II.l).

(b) We maintain that if the outage of a line connecting two inner

boundary buses is to be studied, the external buses adjacent to these

two buses should not be equivalenced (hence retained as part of the

inner external system). This is argued as follows. Suppose the outage

line I connects buses A and B. If A and B are boundary buses and the

system external to them are equivalenced, then there would be an

equivalent line q in the external equivalent network also connecting

A and B. The outage of line i would be similar to the outage of line q.

Since one would not leave a line (that will become part of q) whose outage

is to be studied in the system that is to be equivalenced, the lines

incident with buses A and B, and the adjacent external buses should be

retained.

2. Either a Ward-type or an REI-type equivalent may be a candidate

for the outer external equivalent. Since the voltage update scheme of

the top REI-type equivalent, the S-REI, is not applicable here, one may

choose to employ the extended Ward equivalent or the Ward-PV equivalent

if the selection of PV buses to retain is obvious.

3. Unlike the inner boundary buses for which boundary matching with real

time data is possible, the "boundary matching" for the outer boundary
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buses has to take the form with assumed boundary flows, i.e., using

extrapolated values similar to the scheme in Sec. II.1.

4. This is a standard procedure.

5. The standard scheme for boundary matching (Sec. 1.2) may be used

here. Alternatively the state-estimation formulation (Sec. II.2.1) of

minimizing boundary mismatches or the observability test based boundary

matching (Sec. II.2.2) may be employed.

6. If either the ULF model or the Ward-type equivalents is used, the

external equivalent network depends only on the external network data and

can be constructed off-line. The external network update consists simply

of retrieving the appropriate copy of the external system equivalent

network. Of course in any case the sequential scheme for external

network parameter estimation [26] may be used.

Remark

In the case where the monitored part of the system is not observable,

then the proposed method is modified. An observability test [12] is

performed to determine the observable subsystem of the monitored system.

The observable subsystem now becomes the internal system. The rest of

the monitored system, including all unobservable islands, now becomes

part of the inner external system.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper a critical survey on the state-of-the-art of external

network modeling is presented. The motivation and derivation of the

commonly adopted methods are presented. Assessment is made on each

method from the accuracy,computational, and load flow compatibility

considerations. Conclusions are drawn in the Comments on each method,

which are not repeated here. After the review, we propose a unified
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approach to external network modeling. The method is flexible and

encompasses the desired features of the existing methods.

There are three major aspects of on-line security functions, namely,

monitoring, analysis, and control. As the result of the progress made

in the last few years, the state estimation for security monitoring is

pretty well-developed. Now the major development work is concentrated

in the area of security analysis. External network modeling is an

important component of security analysis. Current efforts in the

•development and testing of external network models certainly are

contributing to the rapid progress towards a good and reliable external

network model. Looking into the future, for security control using an

optimal power flow, it is even more crucial to have a good external

network model.

The external network modeling methods are reviewed in this paper

with on-line security analysis applications in mind, because of the

nature of this Special Issue. There is a definite need for external

network modeling in the emerging field of Dispatcher Training Simulator

[31]. The load flow studies for system planning have been the cradle

for the development, and will continue to be an important area of

application, of external network equivalents. Most of the methods

discussed in this paper, however, with proper modifications, can be

utilized for planning applications too.

Tinney has remarked [32, p. 17] that some aspects of power system

external network reduction for planning studies have been satisfactorily

resolved by the sparsity-oriented reduction and the extended Ward

equivalent, but there still are areas that need improvements. We believe

that there are even more room for improvements in the external network

modeling for on-line applications.
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